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Training summary
The Six Sigma methodology is a systematic application
that is focused on achieving significant financial results
and increasing customer satisfaction.
When properly deployed on carefully selected business
projects, this methodology can lead to a significant
reduction and in many cases, elimination of defects,
process waste, and out-of-control processes, which
translate into dramatic business gains.

Training summary

Located at the
heart of Dubai
Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in
corporate and individual training in the MENA
region and has contributed to the career success of
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management
system certified.
Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely
recognized by employers around the globe.

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.
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Objectives

This Lean course teaches you the define-measure-analyze-improve-control methodology using case studies from several industries.
You will learn to define improvement projects to satisfy the customer and reduce variation. This comprehensive Lean Six Sigma Green
Belt training teachers and prepares individuals to implement the principles, practices, and techniques of Lean Six Sigma in a support
capacity on a Black Belt project team. Green Belts are traditionally Lead process stakeholders and may also be assigned specific
process-level improvement projects to conduct their own projects.
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Course outline

Overview and foundation of Lean and Six Sigma
Theory of constraints
Lean Six Sigma
Introduction to Minita
Drivers and metrics
Projects
Heory of constraints
Customer data
Project planning tools
Project documentation
Basic lean six sigma metrics
Team dynamics and performance
Overview of measure
Introduction to minitab
Process mapping
Cause and effect analysis
FMEA
Probability and statistics
Measurement systems analysis
Data collection and summary
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Process capability
Analyse phase overview
Hypothesis testing
ANOVA
Regression
Chi-square
Graphical analysis
Lean analysis tools
Analyse phase transition
Improve overview
Lean improvement tools
Introduction to design of experiments
DoE golf experiment
Implementation and validation solutions
Control phase overview
Standard work
Control charting
Control plans
Control phase transition
Course outline

About our trainer
Dr. Ramesh Menon is a rare techno-commercial
combination of a medical graduate and an MBA from
the well-known KC College, Mumbai. He has undergone
leadership programs in Entrepreneurial Development
Program from the Indian Institute of Management –
Ahmedabad [IIM-A], and Certificate Programs in Cost
Optimization, Communication and Marketing Audit from
IIM-A.
He has over 30 years of experience in Europe, South
East Asia and South Asia in leadership roles in multi-national
firms. He has a wide span of hands-on experience in different
industries with a history of successfully mentoring some of
today’s leaders. Dr. Ramesh Menon’s experience in Due
Diligence, Merger and Spin-off, Post-Merger Activities and
Pre-IPO Activities makes him a powerful facilitator in
companies planning an Acquisition, Merger or Spin-off.

Trainer

His Areas of Expertise includes, but is not limited to:
Strategic HR, Public Speaking, Communication Strategy,
Customer Satisfaction and Retention Strategy, Business
Start-up and Management, Post-Merger Activities,
Brand Performance & Trend Analysis, Training, People
Development, Team Building & Motivation, Organizational
Development Activities and Marketing Audit.

Students review
Nameel Ibrahim: IT Professional
“I have completed Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification in the last week only. I must say that the staff was
very supportive and provided the real-time projects. In
this course, they helped us to define the business
projects to satisfy customers and reduce variation.”
Anu Sharal: University Student
“ A big shout out to Learners Point! I have done Lean Six
Sigma Green Belt Certification from here. This certification
course helped me in implementing the principles, and
techniques of Lean Six Sigma in a support capacity on a
Black Belt project team.”
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